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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we proposed and fabricated a liquid crystal (LC) lens with spatially separated
focuses via liquid crystal photoalignment technology. The novel lens is an integration of the
polarisation grating and conventional LC lens. The two focuses of that new lens, one of which is
real while the other is virtual, can be spatially separated. When combined with normal convex
lens and illuminated by a linearly polarised beam, the two emergent light beams become all
convergent and the two focuses are separated in three-dimension space. Moreover, the focal
lengths of the lens system can be artificially controlled by adjusting the distance between our
new lens and the conventional lens. Our results achieve the potential of LC lens’ application in
imaging devices such as multifocal cameras, bifocal eyeglasses and so on.
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Lens, as one of the most important and widely used
optical elements, is playing an irreplaceable role in our
daily life, such as the eyeglass for correcting myopia
and hyperopia, camera lens for photographing, and the
microscope and telescope for observing the tiniest
small and furthest distance materials and structures.
Comparing with the fast-developing electronics area
[1], the development of optics area is rather slow. We
are still using almost the same lenses comparing with
those used in Newton’s time. The commonly used
lenses for cameras, eyeglasses and other applications
are formed by glass or plastic with curved surfaces
[2,3]. With the spatial variation of thickness, the optical
path difference is generated for modulating the optical-
phase profile [4,5]. Due to the relatively large thickness

for the lenses, the formed optical systems are normally
bulky and heavy [6], which are not well suitable for the
increasing demanding for the integration and minia-
turisation of modern optical systems [7].

With the development of micro/nano-fabrication
technologies and new materials, new ultra-thin flat
lenses are emerging, which are normally formed by
micro/nano-structures, with thickness in the level
nanometres or micrometres [8,9]. Compared with con-
ventional refractive lenses, the new ultra-thin lenses
show good potential to form highly integrated and
compact size optical systems. There are several kinds
of ultra-thin flat lenses, including the metalenses which
are composed of periodic subwavelength dielectric or
metal structures [10,11], and the liquid crystal (LC)
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lens based on Pancharatnam-Berry (PB) phase modu-
lation [12–14]. The metalenses are normally fabricated
by techniques including electro-beam lithography and
photolithography technologies [15,16], most of which
are too complex, time-comsuming and equipment-
required, leading the metalens size limited to submilli-
metre size. Different from metalenses, the fabrication
of LC ultra-thin lenses is based on the LC photoalign-
ment technology [17], providing us an easier, cheaper
and more convenient way to fabricate an ultra-thin lens
via manipulating the optical axis orientation of the LC
molecules [18,19].

For the general LC PB lens, opposite phase profile is
generated according to the different handedness of the
incident circularly polarised light (CPL), leading the
lens to have bifocal property. The two focuses of the
LC lens are on the same light path, which will result the
overlapping of the two emergent light beams [20]. In
this paper, we proposed and fabricated a new LC PB
phase lens. Different from the conventional LC PB lens,
the proposed lens can generate two spatially separated
focuses with both focuses shifting out of the central
axis, which can avoid the overlap of beams happened in
conventional LC PB lens. With this special optical
property, the lens shows good potential to be used in
many applications such as polarising imaging [21,22],
multifocal cameras and some other multi-channel opti-
cal systems in need of controlling the size of the gen-
erated beams or the length of the generated focused
light paths at certain spatial points of interest [23,24].

The LC PB phase lenses manipulate light by the
generation and modulation of the PB phase [25,26],
which is in no relationship with the optical path dif-
ference but derives from the generation and manipula-
tion of the space-variant polarisation. Those devices
whose optical properties stem from the PB phase are
called PB phase optical elements [27,28]. They were
widely used for the shaping of various wavefronts
such as helical wavefront for vortex beam [12], pyra-
midal-shaped wavefront for focusing or diverging
beam [29], as well as for the space-variant polarisation
generation and manipulation of vector beams [30,31].
When a waveplate with local direction of optical axis θ
and phase retardation δ is illuminated by a CPL

Ein ¼ 1 σj½ �T , in which σ ¼ �1 represents right-
and left-handedness of circular polarisation, the Jones
vector of the output beam can be written as:

Eout¼ cos
δ

2
1
σj

� �
� j sin

δ

2
expð2σθjÞ 1

�σj

� �
: (1)

When the waveplate is a half waveplate with δ ¼ π,
the output beam can be written as

Eout ¼ �jexp 2σθjð Þ 1 �σj½ �T . It shows that the heli-
city of the input CPL is reversed by the half wave-
plate and an extra phase difference is generated
simultaneously which is equal to exp 2σθjð Þ. This
phase is the so-called PB phase which can be
modulated by the optical axis θ of the waveplate.
If the waveplate has a spatially variant optical axis
distribution, the PB phase can be spatially modu-
lated, which is similar to the modulation of optical
path difference in conventional curved optical ele-
ments. LC, as one of the most widely used birefrin-
gence materials, is ideal for the PB phase
modulation [13]. Furthermore, combining with the
LC photoalignment technology [32], the optical axis
distribution of the LC waveplate can be arbitrary
controlled easily, which leads to the realisation of
many LC PB phase optical elements including PB
lens [33–35], polarisation grating and Q-plate [36].

The phase profile for circular lens is approximately
a parabolic distribution [37], which can be described in
a polar coordinate system r;φð Þ as
Phase r;φð Þ ¼ exp jπr2=λfð Þ, in which f is the focal
length of lens, λ is the wavelength of incident light.
To build the LC PB lens, the corresponding optical axis
orientation should be constructed as θ r;φð Þ ¼ πr2=2λf .
Since PB phase is circular polarisation sensitive, the
phase modulation for different handedness of CPL
can be written as Phase r;φð Þ ¼ exp �jπr2=λfð Þ, which
means the lens is simultaneously positive and negative
for right-handed and left-handed CPL.

In a PB phase optical element, it has been shown
that different phase distributions can be integrated in
a single element [38]. Similar mechanism is used here
to build the PB lens with spatially separated focuses.
An extra linear phase distribution, for which the cor-
responding LC PB element is named polarisation grat-
ing, is integrated with the PB lens phase structure. The
designed optical axis orientation of the new lens is
described as θ ¼ πx=p� πr2=2λf . For incident CPL

with Ein ¼ 1 σj½ �Tand σ ¼ �1, the output light
turns to be:

Eout¼� j exp �j
2σπx
p

� σπr2

λf

� �� �
1

�σj

� �
; (2)

the first part exp �j2πx=pð Þ is a linear phase distribu-
tion along x direction, which can deflect light beams to
different directions according to the þ and � signs.
The second phase part exp �jπr2=λfð Þ is the lens phase
profile, in which the different signs represent that the
lens is positive and negative for different handedness of
CPL. The two phase parts are integrated in a single
optical element, however, its optical function is similar
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to two separated optical elements stacked together.
When light passes through this newly designed optical
element, it is expected that the two CPL beams will be
separated and be focused in different spatial positions.

To produce the newly designed PB lens, the LC
photoalignment technology is applied. We use the
photoalignment material sulphonic azo-dye SD1
(from DIC Corp., Japan) with 0.5% solution dissolved
in dimethylformamide in our experiment. This mate-
rial has the property that when exposed to linearly
polarised light, its aligned LC optical axis will be
perpendicular to the polarisation of the exposed
light whose wavelength is 450 nm and power density
is 100 mW/cm2 in our experiment. Therefore, the
controlling of PB phase turns to be the controlling
of polarisation of light exposed on the SD1 layer. An
exposure set-up is designed as shown in Figure 1. In
this figure, a conventional LC polarisation grating
with pm ¼ 4:1umand PB lens with fm ¼ 420mm
whose fabrication is based on polarisation holography
set-up are stacked together. Linearly polarised laser
light beam with wavelength 450 nm is illuminated
passing through the two stacked elements, and then
exposed on an SD1 layer which is spin-coated on
a glass substrate at 800 rpm for 5 s and then 3-
000 rpm for 30 s. Then the uniform thin SD1 film
is put on a hotplate at 100°C for 30 min. The two
stacked elements are playing the role of masks in this
exposure set-up, and similar method is used in our
previously experiment [39].

Jones matrix calculation is used to analyse the transfor-
mation process. The Jones matrix of the LC polarisation
grating in half wave condition is:

MPG¼� j
cos 2πxpm

sin 2πx
pm

sin 2πx
pm

� cos 2πxpm

" #
; (3)

in which the pm represents the pitch of the polarisation
grating. And the Jones matrix of the LC mask PB lens
in half wave condition is:

Mlens¼� j
cos πr

2

λfm
sin πr2

λfm

sin πr2
λfm

� cos πr
2

λfm

" #
; (4)

wherein fm is the focal length of the lens. The jones
vector of the output beam turns out to be:

Eout ¼
cosð2πxpm

� πr2
λfm

þ πÞ
sinð2πxpm

� πr2
λfm

þ πÞ

" #
: (5)

Considering the perpendicular relation between the
exposed light’s polarisation and the produced LC align-
ment direction, the resulted optical axis orientation dis-
tribution turns to be θm ¼ 2πx=pm � πr2=λfm þ π=2.
Compared with the targeted alignment orientation of
the newly designed lens which is described as
θ ¼ πx=p� πr2=2λf , the exposure set-up successfully
produced the targeted structure with differences on the
static π=2 shift and p ¼ pm=2; f ¼ fm=2, which are
only some mathematical differences but by nature same
for optical function.

Experimental process is described as below. First,
the photoalignment material SD1 is spin-coated on
a cleaned glass substrate. Then after baking for evapor-
ating the solvent, the SD1 substrate is exposed with the
exposure set-up shown in Figure 1. After that, the LC
polymer RM257 (from Merck, Germany) added with
4 wt% of Irgacure 184 diluted in toluene at 1:9 in
weight is repeatedly spin-coated on the SD1 film with
2500 rpm for 30 s and cured with UV light at a dosage
of 2.5 J/cm2 in nitrogen environment. When the coated
film thickness designed for half wave retardation of the
He-Ne laser 632.8 nm wavelength is satisfied, the newly
designed PB lens is produced.

The schematic diagram of the theoretical and experi-
mental LC PB lens observed under crossed polarisers is
shown in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, (a) is the
simulation diagram of the LC PB lens observed under
the crossed polarisers; (b) is the micrograph of the fab-
ricated LC PB lens observed by crossed polarisers; (c) is
the enlarged figure of the simulation Figure 2(a); (d) is
the enlarged figure of the experimental Figure 2(b).

A convex lens with focal length f1 and a LC PB
lens whose focal length is f2 are successively illumi-
nated by a right-handed circularly polarised beam

Ein ¼ 1 �j½ �Tand the distance between the two
lenses is D. The Jones matrix of the LC PB lens
when its retardation is π equals to:

Figure 1. (Colour online) Fabrication steps of the new LC PB
lens. The polarisation grating and PB lens are in fact stacked
together to avoid the split of light caused by PG.
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M ¼

� j
cos 2ð2πxp � πr2

2λf2
þ π

2Þ sin 2ð2πxp � πr2
2λf2

þ π
2Þ

sin 2ð2πxp � πr2
2λf2

þ π
2Þ � cos 2ð2πxp � πr2

2λf2
þ π

2Þ

" #
:

(6)

Then we can obtain by a series of simple calculations that
the focal length of the lens system is
f3 ¼ ðf1 � DÞf2= f1 þ f2 � Dð Þ. A similarly derivation
result is also valid that f4 ¼ �ðf1 � DÞf2= f1 � f2 � Dð Þat
the time the input light is left-handed circularly polarised.

The set-up of texture system is shown in Figure 3(a).
A convex lens with focal length f1 and a LC PB lens with
focal length f2 are successively illuminated by a linearly
polarised beam, then the output beam split into two
focused beams with two different focal length in 3D space.

In our testing set-up, the He-Ne laser source whose
wavelength is 632.8nm is employed. Normal convex lens
with f1= 200 mm and fabricated LC PB lens with f2-
= 210 mm are used. Distance between these two lenses
is 80 mm. Hence, theoretically we can get by calculation
that f3 � 76 mm for right-handed circularly polarised
beam and f4 � 280 mm for left-handed circularly
polarised beam. The texture result is shown in Figure 3.
In our results, the measurement focal length for right-
handed circularly polarised beam is 69 mm, while the
measurement focal length for left-handed circularly
polarised beam is 299 mm. By contrast, the experimental
results are very close to the theoretical results.

The imaging test of our lens system is as shown in
Figure 4. The light path diagram of the testing progress is
shown in Figure 4(a). The position of the observer for
Figure 4(b, c) is marked out in Figure 4(a). A pentagram
is used as the texting pattern in Figure 4(b) and an
abbreviation of hologram ‘HG’ is used in Figure 4(c).
They were put in front of the lenses and illuminated by
a linearly polarised He–Ne laser with wave-
length = 632.8 nm. We can see from the images shown
in Figure 4 that the brightness of the images varies with
the changes of the observer’s locations, and the imaging
sizes are different for the same object in two separated
light paths. These results show that the focal lengths of the
separated light paths are different.

In summary, a LC PB lens with spatially separated
focuses is proposed and fabricated. That lens is an inho-
mogeneous wave plate whose optical axis orientation is an
integration of PB lens and polarisation grating. Once illu-
minated by linearly polarised beam, it can generate two
beams propagated towards two opposite directions about
the central axis. The generated spatially separated beams
possess opposite focal lengths. When combined with nor-
mal convex lens and illuminated by a linearly polarised
beam, the two emergent light beams become all convergent
and the two focuses are separated in three-dimension
space. Moreover, the focal lengths of the lens system can
be artificially controlled by adjusting the distance between
our new lens and the conventional lens. Equipped with
such special optical features, the proposed LC PB lens will

Figure 2. (Colour online) The schematic diagram of the theo-
retical and experimental LC PB lens observed under crossed
polarisers. (a) and (b) are, respectively, simulation diagram and
experimental micrography of an LC PB lens with spatially
separated focuses. (c) and (d) are the local magnified images
of (a) and (b).

Figure 3. (Colour online) Testing set-up and results of the LC
PB lens.
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be widely used in optical manipulation and space imaging
areas.

The LC PB lens, which is equipped with above
special optical features, brilliant optical quality and
convenient fabrication steps, possesses a great
potential to find widely applications in imaging
field.
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